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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY 
The use or the element rhenium and i�s compounds tor 
oatalytie work is suggested b7 the position ot the metal in 
tae per1o41o table. Ver7 little experimental work has been 
done, however, ill the tiel4 ot rhenium oatalJsia. Compouda 
et rheniwa, as well as the metallic fora, both supported and 
unsupported have been tried tor oxidation, debydration, 
dehydrogenation and hJdregenatioa reaotiGDs. 
IA same of the earliest catalytic work, Siemens and 
Balatel obtained a patent tor the use ot rhenium and rheaiua 
heptoxide as oxitatlon oatal1sta tor the conversion ot aultur 
tioxide to trioxide, aniline to aniline black, and also ia 
some chlorination processes. A patent was granted the 
Ho4daeta2 tor the use or rhenium oxide 1n a hJdroohloric 
acid solution or the aetal with a carrier tor tAe sulfur 
dioxide to trioxide, sulfite to sulfate, nitrite to aitrate, 
and aniline to aniline black conversions. Siebert) used 
rhenium and some or its alloJs to catal1ze the oxidation ot 
(l) Siemens and Balske, A. G., Fr. Patent 682,446 
( 1929 ); (.9.. A·· �. 4362 ) • 
(2) Siemena aad Haleke, Hoddaok, w. and I., Brit. 
Patent )46,652 (1929); (�. A··�• 569). 
()) Siebert, G., Fr. Patent )78,479 (19)2); (£. A·• 
n. 1123)·. 
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ammonia, and Zenghelis and Stathis4 found that the metal 
strongly catalyzed the synthesis or ammonia. They obtained 
a good yield of ammonia by bubbling hydrogen through a 
solution of ammonium chlorid e and sodium nitrite and passing 
the resultant mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen over the 
catalyst. They also found that the effectiveness of the 
catalyst was increased by the addition ot iron. 
Anisimov, Platonov and Tur5 reported the dehydration 
of cyolohexanol vapor when it was passed over finely divided 
rhenium. Platonov and Tomiloy6 obtained 100 per cent decompo­
sition ot formic acid into carbon dioxide and water at 2)0° 
when they used metallic rhenium for the catalyst. The 
decomposition of ethanol was also studied. It was found 
that addition of hydrogen sulfid e or arsenious oxide to the 
catalyst increased its activity. Platonov, Tomilov and Tur7 
found that "complete decomposition" of methanol would take 
place in the presence of rhenium, although in this case the 
addition of hydrogen sulfide or arsenious oxide would arrest 
(4) Zenghelis, c. , and Stathis, El., Osterr. �· zts., !Q, 80-81 (1937); \Q. �., Jl, 4777). 
(5) Anisimov, s. B., Platonov, M. s., and Tur, c. G., 
!· �· 2S!!· [. [. [. �., z, 2895-8 (1937); (Q. A·, J£, 5383}. 
(6) Platonov, M. s., and Tomilov, v. I., J. �· �· 
�· [. �· �., z, 776-777 (1937); <Q. a., J!, 6189T. 
(7} Platonov, M. s., Tomilov, V. I., and Tur, E. v., 
J. Gen. Chem. U. s. s. R., z, 1803-1804 (1937); (Q. A·, l!, 
!34IT7 ---- � 
- - -
.3 
the reactioa at the tormaldehrde stage . PlatonoY8 later re-
ported that rheniwa(IV) sulfide would catalrze the dehydro­
genation ot meth7l and ethJl alcohol to the corresponding 
aldehydes and et isopropyl aloo�ol to acetone. Platonov, 
Anisimov and Kraaheninnikova9 studied the dehydrogenation 
ot the propyl alcohols and found that rhenium on a ceramia 
carrier gave a better yield than copper under siailar con­
ditions. Platonov and An1aimovl0 reported that butyl alcohol 
gave the aldehyde very readily and iao-butrl alcohel gave 
-
aethyl-ethyl ketone wben rhenium was used as a catalyst . 
Platonevll studied the dehyclrogenatioa ot .!!!.-&.a71 alcohol 
over rhenium and reported that the small amount ot carbon 
aonoxicle and unsaturated �rdrooarbons obtained indicated t�at 
aome aydrogenation was taking place by the hydrogen split ott 
from the alcohol in the presence ot the catalyst. Rheniua 
appears to be a tairlr good dehydrogenation catalyst because 
there are tew side reactions. A patent tor the preparation 
and use of rhenium in this connection was granted to Platonov 
and Ania1aov.12 
(8) Platoaov, K. s., J.6
aen. �· �· §. §. !·• !!• 
683-685 (l9U); (g_. 6•, J2, .3'7 r. 
(9) Platonov, K. s., Aaisimov, s. B. 1 and Krashenin­Dikova, v. M., �· 69B, 1050-1053 (1936); \2_. A·•l2• 4812). 
(10) Platenov, M. s., and Anisimov, s. B., !• Gen. 
2!!!· E· �· �· i·· z, 1360-1363 (1937); (£. A•,J!, 19�. 
( ll) Pla toaov, 11. s. 1 l • ..J!!!l.• .Q.ae. �. §.. §..  !• , !!, 
S90·S9l (1941); (�. A•,l1• 69I4�T� 
(12) Platoaov, M. s., and Aa1a1mov, s. B., Russ. 
Patent 52,780 (1938); (g_. !·,�· 5467). 
4 
Zenghelis and Stathia13,l4 used a colloidal rhenium 
preparation in the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide and in 
the hydrogenation of maleic acid. A patent granted theN. v. 
DeBataafsche Petroleum M8atschappijl5,l6 describes the use 
ot colloidal rhenium or the sulfide on suitable carriers for 
hydrogenation, desulfurization, and like treatments of car­
bonaceous materials. The International Hydrogenation Patents 
Companyl7 was granted a patent covering the use ot colloidal 
rhenium for the production of antiknock fuels. 
Tropsch and Kassler18•19 reported the use of rhenium 
and rhenium-copper catalysts in the reduction of carbon 
monoxide to methane and ethylene to ethane and stated that 
the rhenium-copper catalyst seemed to retain its activity 
for a much longer time than pure rhenium. Rhenium trioxide 
(1)} Zenghelis, c., and Stathis, K., Atti xo oongr. 
intern. �·, l, 821-824 ( 19)8}; (.Q.. !•, ..U:-m>"8I). 
(14} Zenghelis, c., and Stathis, c., Kolloid z., 2£, 
12<] .. ( 1940}. 
-
(15} N. V. DeBataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij, Brit. 
Patent )58,180 (19)0}; (.Q.. �., �� 4924). 
(16) N. v. DeBataafsohe Petroleum Maatsohappij, Ger. 
Patent 69),707 (1940}; (.Q.. A•• �� 4941). 
(17} International Hydrogenation Patents Company, Ltd., 
Fr. Patent 761, 6)2 (1934}; (.Q.. !•, ll, 4210}. 
(18} Tropsoh, H., and Kassler, R., !!t• 63B, 2149-2151 
(19)0}; (£. !·· �. 22}. 
(19) Tropsoh H., and Kassler, R., Mitt Kohlenforsoh, 
�· Prag., 1)-15 tl9)1}; (�. Zentr., �420 (1932). 
5 
was used as a catal7st in the h7drogenation of acetone b7 
Cabbage20, who reported that it was comparable to copper 
ohroaite in this reaction.  PlatonoT, AD.isimov, and 
Krasheninnikeva21•22 foUAd that metallic rhenium was a rela­
tivelJ weak catalyst tor the h7drogenation of maleic acid 
and e7olohexene, but the7 also found that nitrobenzene was 
appreoiab17 reduced to aniline around 250o. Supported copper 
or rhenium-copper oatalysts were said to be as effective as 
the supported rhenium for these reactions. Rhenium, however, 
is not considered a Ter7 practical oxidation catal7st at 
temperatures over 1000 due to the formation of volatile 
oxides. 
The reported increase in the activit7 of rhenium as 
a catalyst upon the addition of copper and iron, in oertaia 
catalytic reactions, suggested the possibilit7 that other 
metals,&ight be as effective. Nickel has become very impor­
tant in catalysis in recent years and it was thought that 
peraaps the addition of niokel to rhenium aight give a 
(20) Cabbage, A., "Catal7tic Hydrogenation over 
Rhenium and the Production ot Rhenium Metal," Master's 
Thesis, University ot Tennessee, 1948, p. 1•)5. 
(21) P1atonov, M. s., ADiaimov, s. B., and 
Daalleaiu.i.tova , V. l4., l.• . Ge,. QAM. Y.• §.• §.· B.•, ,1, 1059-1065 (19351i (�. !·.12· 44� 
(22) Platonov, M. s., ADiaimov, s. B., and 
!Zaaheai••ikava, v. M., Ber. �. 761-765 (1935); (�. A•• 
�. 5005). 
catalyst of greater aotivit7 than either of the siagle 
elements. It was the purpose ot this research to prepare 
some rhenium-nickel alloys at various temperatures and com­
pare their catal7tio properties with rhenium and Raney 
nickel in hydrogenation. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL 
A. Preparation. �f Catalyata 
1. lUleD.iua t.rGIIl Potassium Pe.r.rheaate 
Rhenium was prepared using the standard method devel­
eped ia this laborator7 for obtaining the metal oomaerciall7.1 
This ooABisted ot placing 50 g. of finel7 pulwerized potaaaiua 
perrhenate ia a silver tube and inserting the tube and ooa­
tents into a steel hydrogenation bamb. The bomb was filled 
wita hydrogen to 1000 p.s.i. pressure, plaeed in a rocker 
t7pe turaaoe and electrioall7 heated to 500•. Reduotioa 
begins around 300• as represented by.the following equatioa: 
2KRe04 + � ___ ,.. 6H2o + 2KOH + 2Re 
After heating at 5000 for one to two hours, the bomb was 
refilled with hydrogen at 700 p.a.i. pressure and lett ia the 
shaker oYer Bight. After oooling to roa11 teaperature, the 
product was removed from the silver tube and washed tive 
times with hot water to remoYe the.potaasiwa hyd.roxi4e, uaing 
a tew drops ot hydroohlaric acid in the water atter the third 
washing to prevent peptizatioa of the metal. This was 
(1 ) Cabbage, A., "Catalytic Hydrogeaatioa over Rhenium 
and the Produotioa.ot Rhenium Metal J " Master's Thesis, Uaiversity ot Teanessee, 1948, P• Jo-56. 
8 
tellowed by two washings with ethanol before the rhenium was 
plaoed ia vacuo tor dryias. 
Rhenium obtained tram three suck ohargea was pulver­
ized and returned to the bomb tor a second and a third over­
night reductiea at sooo and 700 p.s.i. pressure. The produot 
obtained each time was washed and dried in the manner de­
scribed above . 
Approximately 60 g. ot rhenium tram the third over­
night reduction was evenly distributed in a long silver tube 
which then was iaserted into a tour toot section ot 3S am. 
Vyoor tubing. The tubes were placed in a high temperature 
fQrnace , and hydrogen dried by bubbling through sultur1o 
aoid was passed through the system at 500G to dry the rheniua 
and to reduce any oxide which might have formed duriJlg the 
traaster and weighing ot the metal. After this pr eliminary 
reduction, nitrogen was substituted tor twG hours to remove 
excess hydrogen . The system was evacuated and then ret1lle4 
with nitrogen. The rhenium was transferred to a dry bottle 
aa quickly as »oasible. During the tranater some oxidatioa 
took plaee, wbile the metal was exposed to air, in spite ot 
the precautions taken. 
2. Rhenium-Bic.lt.el Allozs 
a. From reduotiea ot nickel perrhenate. A weighed 
sample ot rheniua was placed in a quartz boat tor o .. bustion. 
A Pyrex tube containing the. boat was placed in a tube fur-
9 
nac e and heated to 300° in a stream of dry oxygen. Rapid 
oxidation of the rhenium took place between 2750 and 300o, 
and the yellow oxide, accompanied by dense white fumes which 
have been reported previously as rhenium tetroxide2, was 
collected and resublimed to obtain the yellow crystalline 
platelets of rhenium heptoxide. This oxide was dis solved in 
distilled water to obtain perrhenic acid. 
Approximately 10 g. of Baker's c. P. nickel ( II )  oar­
bonate was digested in 100 ml. of water at 500 for fifteen 
minutes. Perrhenic acid was added to the carb onate slowly 
with stirring, and the solution was left for fifteen hour s 
to insure complete reaction before it was filtered to remove 
excess carbonate. 
The filtrate obtained was placed on a steam bath and 
evaporated to the point of incipient crystallization before 
putting it in a refr igerator to cool. After cooling, the 
supernatant liquid was removed from the crystals. These 
crystals were dissolved and recrystallized twice from 
distilled water. The mother liquors from all three crystal­
lizations were combined and further evapor ated to obtain the 
remainder of the nickel perrhenate tetrahydrate. This salt 
was transferred to a watch glas s and placed in an oven at 
(2) Noddack, I. and W .t Naturwissenschaften, !1• 
93·4 (1939); (£. A·· �. 18331· 
10 
1100 to obtain the dehydrated nickel perrhenate .3 
Rhenium-nickel alloys were prepared by reducinc de­
hydrated nickel perrhenate with hydrogen at temperatures ot 
150-200°. 250-)oo•. 3 50-400•. and 450-5000 . 
Portions ot the salt were placed in a quartz boat 
which was inserted into a pyrex tube. Hydrogen gas. dried 
by bubbling through sulfuric acid. was passed over the sample 
tor twenty-tour to thirty-six hours depending upon the re­
duction temperature. Atter cooling to roam temperature in an 
atmosphere ot hydrogen. the samples were covered with meth• 
anol . This was aoeamplished by means ot a piece ot glass 
tubing inserted through the stopper at one end ot the pyrex 
tube. The and outside the system was flanged above a right 
:angle bend to tacilitate the introduction ot meth�ol and was 
closed during the reduction by means ot rubber tubing and 
pinch clamp. The end ot the glass tubing inside the system 
was drawn to a curved tip over the quartz boat. When the 
reductioa was complete and the system had cooled. the rubber 
tubing was removed from the flanged end and methanol 1ntre­
duced immediately. The hydrogen flow was decreased. but aot 
stopped. during this time. 
b. Fram treatment with carbon monoxidt. It was hope4 
that advantage could be taken ot the tollowing reaction tor 
(3) Smith, w. T., and Maxwell, G. E., !• A!• �· §!! •• 1!· 5?8-580 (1949J. 
11 
the removal ot nickel from the rheRium-niokel alloy: 
2Re-Ni + 400 ------. 2Re + Ni (CO) 4 
A portion ot each alloy was treated separately by 
placing it in a quartz boat, in the same system used tor its 
preparation, and removing the methanol with hydrogen. Carbon 
monoxide was substituted tor h7drogen tor approximatel7 
torty-tive hours at so• in order to remove as much ot the 
aiokel as possible. At the end ot this time, &7drogen was 
passed tarough the system to remove any excess carbon 
monoxide, and the alloys were covered with methanol, in the 
same manner as the original alloys. 
3. lleotrolztic RheAif¥! 
The electrol7tie rhenium was deposited trom a solutiQn 
which originally contained 50 g. ot potassiua perrhenate and 
22 g. ot aulturio acid 1n a total volume ot 2 1. The tea­
perature ot this solution during electrolysis varied trQa 
roam temperature to 85• and the petential across the platiAWR 
electrodes was approximately 8 v. The current densit7 was 
kept constant at 10 amp. per � Attar deposition was com­
plete, the platinum cathode with the depoaite4 rheniw. was 
removed tram the solution and washed thoroughly with distilled 
water . The metallic rhenium was removed from the electrode, 
placed in a sintered-glass tunnel, and washed eight times 
with hot distilled water. This was followed b7 three wash­
ings with absolute ethanol. Drying was completed in a 
12 
Yaouum desiooator. 
lt• Ranez Bickel 
Rane7 nickel, tor use as a standard in this research, 
was obtained tram M%. William c. Bedoit of the Office ot 
NaYal Researoh Fellowship Laboratorr. It was prepared b7 
the method outlined ia Organi� Szatheaes4 with some modi· 
tioations.S 
B. Preparation of Nitrobenzene 
Nitrobenzene tor hrdrogenation was distilled tram a 
l) tt. 15 lllll. Vigreaux colwnn, equipped with a magnetie take 
ott still head, at 109.4·109.5•/39 mm. Distillation of 100 
Ill. of the o011pound was carried out over a period of seven 
&ours. The retraotive index of ai trobenzene obtained was 
.:' 1.5492 . 
c. Preparation of Methanol 
Methaaol , tor use as a solYent, was purified by d1a• 
tillation at atmospheric pressure and 64.58 trom a 4 tt. 
10 am. ooluma paoked with glass helioes and equipped with a 
(4) Organic Syntheses, �. 15 ( 1941) . 
( 5) Bedoit w. c., "Studies of Rane1 Bickel Catalysts ," 
Master's Thesis , UDiYersitJ ot Tennessee , 1948, Appendix. 
1) 
total condensation variable take off head. A reflux ratio 
of 15 to 1 was used. 
D. Source ot Gases 
The hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and carbon monoxide gas 
used in these studies was of commercial grade. Each gas was 
taken directly from the cylinder and, with the exception ot 
the hydrogen used in the hydrogenation runs, was dried by 
bubbling through sulfuric acid. Further purification was 
not attempted. 
E. Hydrogenation Apparatus 
Hydrogenations were performed in a high-pressure bomb 
and gauge assembly similar to that described by Fuzek6, using 
a 50 ml. steel bomb (Navy cold-tested to 15000 p.s.i. pressure) 
with a bronze Duragauge. The bomb was placed in a rocker 
type furnace and electrically heated. The temperature was 
read from a Weston metal thermometer inserted into a well in 
the bottom of the bomb. 
All low pressure work (see Appendix I) was performed 
in a standard low pressure hydrogenation apparatus made by 
Parr Instrument Company of Moline, Illinois. 
(6) Fuzek, John F., "The Kinetics of Catalytic Hydro­
genation of Terpenes," Doctoral Dissertation, University of 
Tennessee, 1947, p. )2. 
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F. Procedllre 
Ia this investigation, higa pressure catalysis at 
40-4)0 and approxt.ately 800 p . s . i. pressure was uaed. 
Preliainary work at lower pressures, lower temperatures aad 
with compounds other than nitrobenzene will be discussed in 
Appendix I. 
Five ml . of methanol was pipetted directly into the 
steel bamb, which had been washed previously with methaaol. 
Approximately 0.5 g. ot the catalyst ,  wet with methanol, was 
transferred to the bomb . (Accurate weighing ot the catalyst 
would have 1nvelved exposing it to air . ) A second 5 ml. ot 
methanol was pipetted into the bomb, making 10 ml. of solvent . 
One milliliter ot nitrobenzene was added to the solvent, the 
bomb closed, and the pressure gauge connected . Hydrogen was 
added to approximately 800 p . s . i .  pressure, and the bomb 
placed in the shaker furnace . The temperature was raised to 
)8•. Time, pressure , and temperature readings were recorded, 
atarting at the time the bamb was .put in .motion. The tam­
perature was kept in the range ot 40-4)0• Heat ot reaction, 
time lag of temperature control, and difficulty encountered 
ia reading the moving thermometer prevented closer regulation 
ot the temperature . . The pressure gauge was tapped sharply 
betore each reading to eliainate, as much as possible, the 
sticking common to commercial sauges . 
The shaker was stopped at the end of each run,  with 
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the bomb in the nearly upright position, and allowed to stand 
in order to test tor any hydrogen leaks. It none were round, 
the solution and catalyst were washed troa the bomb with 
�ethane! and filtered, usiag a sintered•glas s tunnel. The 
catalyst was washed with methanol and dried tor twenty-tour 
&ours over ealoium chloride betore weighing. 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
A. Hy4rogenation in the Presence ot Raney Nickel 
Raaey aiokel was used as a standard ot comparison ter 
4eterminiag the ettectiveness ot rhenium aad rhenium-nickel 
alloy oatalJats in the hydrogenatien ot nitrobenzene ia 
aethanol. 
It &as been found that hydrogenation ia the presence 
et Raney niokel1 ia zero order with respect to the hydrogen 
acceptor and tirst order with respect to hydrogen pressure . 
The integrated expression tor a first order reaction ia 
k : 1/t 1a a/a-x • 1/t 2 .303 log a/a-x 
where k represents the Telocity constant, a the initial ooa­
eentratien •t reacting substance, and a-x the concentration 
at time t.2 When a cas is the reactant, the integrated 
expression �or a first order reaction ia 
k a 1/t 2.303 log P.fP 
where P0 is the initial pressure and P the pressure at time t. 
( l )  Bedoi t ,  W. C .  , "Kinetio.a of the Ce. talytie lf7dro­
genation ot the Nitre Group on Adams Platinum and Raney Niokel 
Catalysts," Deotoral Dissertation , UniTersity ot Tennessee, 
1950, P• 1)4. 
(2) Glasstone , s., "Textbook ot Physical Chemistry, " 
Second Edition ,  D. Van Nostrand Company, New York, N. Y. , 1946. 
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Fro• tais it can be seen that a plot of log P8/P versus time 
t will give a straight line whose slope, when multiplied by 
2.303 , will be the velocity constant tor the reaotion. The 
velocity constants found in this manner were divided by the 
catalyst weighteto obtain the constant per gram of catalyst. 
The data tor the hydrogenation ot nitrebenzene using 
Bane7 aickel as a catalyst are given in Table I. A plot ot 
log Pe/P versus t is shown as Curve 1 in Figures 1-6. Cal­
culation ot the velocity constant from these data gives a 
value tor k of 198 x lo-4. Hydrogenation stopped at the en4 
or titty minutes, as denoted by the break in the curve, with 
ealy 61 per oent conversion. The method used ror oalcu­
latina per cent oonversioa is dis�ussed in Appendix II. 
B. HydrogeAation ia the Presence ot Rhenium 
1 .  Rhea1um from Potassium Perrhenate by Hydrogen Reduction 
Metallic rhenium, prepared.by hydrogen reduction of 
potassiua perrhenate, gave a velocity constant of 16.7 x 10•4 
as compared to the value of 198 x lo-4 obtained with Baney 
niokel under the same conditiGna. The conversion us1Dc 
rhenium was 66 per cent although it required seven hours as 
oompared to titty minutes tor the 61 per cent conversion with 
Baney nickel. The data obtained usiDg this sample of rhenium 
are given ia Table II and are plotted as Curve 2 in Figure 1. 
TABLE I 
HYDROGENATION OF NITROBENZENE USING RANEY NICKEL 
Cata17st We1gkt • 0.272 g. 
t a 198 X 10•4 
CenTera1on • 61 per cent 
Time, 
Temperature 8c M1autea 
42 0 
42 0.5 
42 1.0 
42 2.0 
42 ).0 
42 4.0 
42 5.0 
42 8.0 
42 10.0 
42 15.0 
42 20.0 
42 25.0 
42 )0.0 
42 40.0 
42 50.0 
42 60.0 
eeaaure. lh•·1a 
uce Absolute Loc P.JP 
810 824 ---
800 814 0.005) 
796 810 0.0074 
790 804 0.0106 
782 796 0.0150 
778 792 0.0172 
772 786 0.0205 
760 774 0.0272 
751 765 0.0)22 
730 744 0.044) 
711 725 o.o556 
69) 707 0.0665 
674 688 0.078) 
638 652 0.1017 
6)5 649 0.1037 
6)5 649 0.1037 
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TABLE!II 
HYDROGENATION o:r NI'l'ROBENZENE USING RHENIUM 
FROM POTASSIUll PEBRHENATE 
Cata17at Weight 4• 0.484 I• t • 16.7 X 10• 
Coa•era1on • 66 per oent 
Temperature ec 
1'1me, 
IU.nutea 
)8 0 
40 0.5 
41 1.0 
42 s.o 
42 6.0 
42 10e0 
42 15.0 
42 20.0 
42 )0.0 
1.2 40.0 
42 50.0 
42 80.0 
42 100.0 
42 120.0 
42 150.0 
42 180.0 
42 210.0 
42 345.0 
42 )90.0 
42 420.0 
5f!•surei: l!·�=i• 
uge 1iao u e Loc P,/P 
800 814 ---
794 808 0.00)2 
794 808 0.00)2 
792 806 0.004) 
790 804 0.005.3 
788 802 0.006� 
784 798 0.008 
780 794 0.0108 
770 781. 0.016.3 
76) 777 0.0202: 
759 77) 0.0224 
740 764 0.0275 
728 742 0.0)92 
713 727 0.0491 
697 711 0.0587 
682 696 0.0680 
666 680 0.0781 
620 6)4 0.1085 
618 6)2 0.1099 
618 6)2 0.1099 
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Fisure 1. Hydrogenation ot nitrobenzene at 40-4)0: (1) Raney nickel, k = 198 x 1o-4; (2) rhenium trom 
hydrogen reduction ot potassium perrhenate, k = 16.7 x lo-4. 
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2. ElectrolYtic Rheniua 
The velocity constant tor the hydrogenati�a or nitro­
benzene usins eleotrelytio rheniwa as a catalyst was round 
to be 10.8 x lo-4. The data tor this reaction are given 1a 
Table III aad are plotted in 7isure 2. Rhenium prepared ia 
this manner was not as ettective as that trea the ay4rogea 
reductien ot potaasiua perrhenate. litty per oent oon­
version was achieved in the tour hours before the catalyst 
was rendered inactive. 
c. Hydrogenation in the FTesence ot Rhenium-Nickel AllQye 
1. Alloy prepared at 150-2000 
A sample ot rhenium-nickel alloy, reduced tram nickel 
perrheaate at 150-2008, was used as a catal7st in the hydre­
senatioa ot nitrobenzene on eaoh ot two consecutive days. 
The velocity cGnstants tor these runs checked closely, but a 
dirterence 1a the per oent conversion was round (See 
Appendix I). Hydrogenation using this alloy immediately 
arter its preparation gave a velocity constant or l2.8 x lo-4 
and the reaction was still incomplete at the end ot aeven and 
one-halt hours. Tae conversion was 75 per oent. The data 
ter this reaction are shown in Table IV. 
Atter treatment ot the alloy with carbon monoxide, 
the Telooity constant tor the hydrogenation decreased te 
7.15 x lo-4. A conversion ot 34 per cent was effected over 
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TABLE III 
HYDROGENATION OF NITROBENZENE USING ELECTRO LYTIC 
RHENIUM 
Cata1yat Weight 
4
• o.64S g. 
Jc = 10.8 :X 10-
Coa•eraioa a SO per oent 
Time, Pr!!Su.re1 2••11. Log P.JP 'rupera ture •c Minutes diuse Absolute 
34 0 795 809 ---
40 10 795 809 ---
40 2:0 780 802 0.0037 
40 30 780 794 0.0081 
40 40 772 786 0.0125 
40 so 763 777 0.0175 
40 60 1S3 767 0.0231 
40 70 748 762 0.0259 
40 80 742 756 0.0294 
40 90 734 748 0.0)40 
40 100 729 743 0.0.)69 
40 110 724 738 0.0388 
40 120 719 733 0.0428 
40 130 714 728 0.0458 
40 140 709 723 0.0488 
40 150 704 718 0.0518 
40 160 700 714 0.0542 
40 170 697 711 0.0560 
40 180 69) 707 o.OS8S 
40 190 690 704 0.060) 
40 200 687 701 0.0622 
40 210 682 696 0.0653 
40 220 679 69J 0.0672 
40 230 676 690 0.0691 
40 240 673 687 0.0709 
40 250 670 684 0.0?28 
0 0 
800 
a.. 
..... 6 00 ,e 
(!) 
0 ..J 
400 
0 40 
TIME , MIN U T E..S 
Figure 2. Hydrogenation or nit�obenzene at 40-4)0: 
(1) Raney nickel ,  k • 198 x lo•4; (2) electrolytic 
rhenium, k = 10.8 x 10·4. 
· 
2) 
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TABLE IV 
HYDROGENATION 0� NITROBENZENE USING T.HE 
RHENIUli•HICDL ALLOY PREPARED AT 150-200• 
Cata1Jat Weigkt • 0.499 g. 
k • 12.8 x 1o·4 
ConTeraien : 75 per cent 
Tamperature •c 
Time, Pr!&!urei 2·•·�· MiAutea Gauge 1iaolute Lee P,/P 
38 0 772. 786 ---
42 2.0 770 784 0.0011 
42 15.0 758 772 0 .0078 
42 20. 0  754 768 0. 0100 
42 25.0 749 763 0.0129 
42 30.0 744 758 0.0157 
42 35.0 740 754 0 . 0180 
42 40 . 0  738 752 0.0192 
42 45.0 735 749 0.0209 
42 50.0 732 746 0 .0227 
42 55.0 729 743 0.0244 
42 60.0 727 741 0.0256 
42 70.0 722 736 0.0285 
42 80 . 0  719 733 0.0303 
42 90.0 715 729 0.0327 
42 100.0 711 725 0 . 0351 
42 110.0 706 720 0.0381 
42 120.0 700 714 0.0417 
42 135.0 692 706 0.0466 
42 150. 0 686 700 0.050) 
42 165.0 680 694 0.0540 
42 180.0 674 688 0.0578 
42 195.0 669 683 0.0610 
42 210.0 662 676 0.0655 
42 225.0 655 669 0.0700 
42 240.0 650 664 0.0732 
42 255. 0  645 659 0.0765 
42 270.0 638 652 0.0812 
42 )00.0 625 639 0.0899 
42 345.0 607 621 0.1023 
42 390.0 587 601 0.1165 
42 450.0 570 584 0.1290 
a period ot nine and one-halt hours. See Table v. 
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Curves representing both ot these hydrogenation re­
actions are shown in Figure ). 
z. Alloy prepared at 250-lOO• 
Using the alloy prepared at 250·)00° as a oatal7at, 
a velocity coaatant ot 14.)  x lo-4 was obtained. Nineteen 
per cent conversion was obtained in the two hours betore 
kfdro�eaation ceased as shown b7 the data in Table VI. 
When this allo7 was treated with carbon monoxide, a 
velocity constant ot 1).9 x lo-4 was obtained and hydro­
genation ceased at the end ot titt7 minutes wita 14 per oent 
conversion. The data tor this reaction are tound in Table 
VII. 
Graphical representation tor comparison ot these 
oatal7ats is shown in Figure 4. 
l. Alloy prepared at 350•400° 
Using the alloy prepared at )50-�008 as a catalyst, 
a velocity constant ot 6.43 x lo-4 was tound tor the hydro­
genation ot nitrobenzene. This reaction ceased at the end 
ot ainet7 ainutes with 9 per cent conversion. See data ia 
Table VIII. 
Atter treating this all07 with carbon monoxide, a 
large iaorease in the velocity constant was tound, and a 
sreater conversion took place before hydrogenation oeased. 
TABLE V 
HYDROGENATION. OF NITROBENZENE USING CARBON-MONOXIDE 
TREATED 150-200• RHENIUM-NICKEL .ALLOY 
Catalyst Weight �· 0.253 g. 
k = 7.15 x 1o· 
Conversion • 34 per cent 
I Tiae, 
Temperature •c Minutes 
39 0 
40 0 . 5  
42 15 .0  
42 2.0 .0 
42 25 .0  
42 30.0  
42 40 .0 
42 50.0 
42 60. 0  
42 80. 0  
42 100 .0  
42 120.0  
42 150 .0  
42 180 .0  
42 240 .0  
42 375 .0  
42 420.0  
42 480 .0  
42 540.0  
42 565 .0  
Pressure1 :2. s .i. 
Gauge Absolute Log Po/P 
790 804 
788 802 0 .0011 
787 801 0 .0017 
780 794 0 .0055 
778 792 o.oo66 
775 789 0 .0082 
770 784 0 .0110 
768 782 0. 0121 
765 779 0 . 0138 
760 774 0. 0166 
758 772 0 .0177 
755 769 0 .0194 
752 766 0 .0211 
749 763 0. 0226 
740 754 0 . 0279 
720 734 0 .0396 
715 729 0 .0426 
710 724 0 .0456 
702 716 0 .0504 
700 714 0 . 0546 
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Fisure 3. Hydrogenation of nit�obenzene at 40-43°: 
( 1 ) Rane1 nickel, k • 198 x lo-4; ( 2 ) the rhenium­
nickel a1lof prepared at 150-2000, k = 12.8  x lo-4; 
(3 ) the carbon monoxide treated 150-2000 rhenium­
aiokel·alloJ , k = 7 .15 x 1o-4. 
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TABLE VI 
HYDROGENATION OF NITROBENZENE USING THE 
RHENIUM-NICKEL ALLOY PREPARED AT 250-)00• 
Catalyst Weight 4: O.)SO g. k c 14.) X 10• 
Con•eraiea • 19 per cent 
Temperature 0c 
TiJne, 
Minutes 
.3S 0 
)8 1.0 
40 s.o 
41 10.0 
41 1S.O 
42 20.0 
41 .30.0 
41 .35.0 
4l 40.0 
41 4S .• O 
42 so.o 
41 ss.o 
41 60.0 
41 6s.o 
u· 1s.o 
41 90.0 
.4J. 120.0 
41 1)0.0 
41 140.0 
Presaure1 1!•••11 Gauge Absolute Log P,/P 
797 811 ---
79S 809 0.0016 
79S 809 0.0016 
790 804 0.00)7 
790 804 0.00.37 
790 804 0.00.37 
784 798 0.0070 
780 794 0.0092 
780 794 0.0092 
780 794 0.0092 
778 792 0.010.3 
77S 789 0.0119 
770 784 0.0147 
770 784 0.0147 
770 784 0.0147 
760 774 0.020.3 
7SS 769 0.02)1 
7SS 769 0.02)1 
7SS 769 0.0231 
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TABLE VII 
HYDROGENATION OF NITROBENZENE. USING CARBON-MONOXIDE 
TREATED 250-)00° RHENIUM-NICKEL ALLOY 
Catalyst Weight 
4
� 0.498 g. 
t • 13.9 x 1o-
coavers1•• a 14 per oent 
Temperature "c 
Time, 
M1Dutea 
)8 0 
)9 0.5 
40 1.0 
4.3 5.0 
42 10.0 
42 15.0 
42 20,0 
42 25.0 
42 )0.0 
42 40.0 
42 50.0 
42 60.0 
42 70.0 
Preasure1 �·•111 Gauge Absolute Leg PofP 
800 814 
795 809 0.0027 
795 809 0.0027 
795 809 0.0027 
795 809 0.0027 
790 804 0.0053 
786 800 0.0075 
781 795 0.0102 
779 79.3 0.0113 
775 789 0.01.35 
770 784 0.0163 
770 781. 0.0163 
770 784 0.0163 
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Figure 4. Hydrogenation or nit;obenzene at 40-4)0: 
(1) Raney aickel, k = 198 x lo-4; (2) the rhenium­
nickel alloy prepared at 250-)000t k = 14.) x lo-4; 
()) the carbon monoxide treated 2;0-JOOO alloy, 
k • 13.9 x lo-4 . 
)0 
0 0 
T•perature Oc 
35 
)7 
4.0 
40 
4.0 
40 
40 
ItO 
ItO 
40 
40 
40 
T.ABIJC VIli 
Tiae, 
llinutea 
0 
1.0 
20.0 
)0.0 
45.0 
60.0 
75.0 
90.0 
105.0 
120.0 
1)5.0 
165.0 
e�a·s�tE;i�l· u.s• o ute 
190 804 
787 801 
790 804 
788 802 
785 799 
782 796 
780 794 
779 79) 
778 792 
778 792 
778 792 
778 792 
)1 
Los P,/P 
..... 
0.0017 
o.oooo 
0.0011 
o.ooaa 
0.0044 
o.ooss 
0.0060 
o.o o6l 
0.0061 
0.0061 
0.0061 
)a 
The conatant ln tb1a case was 107 x lo-4 and a )8 per cent 
ccaYereioa waa obtained 1n tortJ•tlve a1nutea . The data tor 
tAla �•action ue ahOMa 1A Table IX. 
The 4ata ot Table VIII and IX are show �aphicall:r 
lA neue s. 
a• Allor prew.a tt ltSO-sQ,Q• 
Ne ... aurable �oseaatioa was obtained ua iDg the 
allo:r prepared at 4So-soo• tor a catal:rat . 
When a aample ot th1a preparatloa was treated with 
oarboa aonoz14e, aoae bydresenatlon 414 take place and a 
Yeloclt:r oonatant or 120 x lo-4 was round tor tke reaction . 
The oatalrat waa rendered laaoti•• at the end ot tort:r 
alllutea , but a coaYers1oa ot )0 per cent was etteote4 durlal 
I 
thie leqth ot time . Data tor thla reaction ue tout ia 
Table X and plotted ln llsuze 6, In respect t• ••l•cit:r 
ooastanta , tbla oatal:rat compared more taYorablJ with Bane:r 
Dietel than an:r ot the other Pfeparatlona . 
D. D1aouaa1oa 
Aa the reduction temperature used for the preparatloa 
•t the •rlctaal allo:ra troa nickel perrbenate wea 1Aoreale4 , 
the per cent ooaYera1oa ot nitrobenzene to aa111De and the 
leasth ot time elapalac before po1aon1As took place decreased. 
ftia t�end oan be aeen t�oa the Yalaea 111 Table XI. The 
Yeloo1t1 constants tor the reaction , in the p�eaenoe ot the 
!.ABLI IX 
HYDROGRNATION OP NITROBENZENE USING THE CABBOB MONOXIDE 
TREA TED 350-400° .RBBNitJK-NIOUL ALLOY 
OatalJI\ We1&ht4 z 0 .287 g. 
t • 101 x 1o· 
CoaYersioA a )8 per oeot 
T•pe�atue -a 
Time , 
Mlnates 
)8 0 
40 1.0 
4.0 s .o 
4.0 10.0  
40 15.0 
1,.0 20 .0 
40 25 .0  
40 )0 . 0  
40 )5 .0 
40 45 .0  
1,.0 so .o 
40 ss.o 
�•l•!!l!t lhfs1 • 
uge iiao ute Loc P.fP 
802 816 --· 
797 811 0 . 0027 
790 804, 0 .0064 
778 792 0 . 0130 
765 779 0 .0202 
752 766 0 .0275 
74.2 756 0 . 0))2 
731 74.5 0 . 0395 
720 734. 0 .0460 
100 714 0 . 0580 
700 714 o.osso 
700 714 0.0580 
)) 
� 
0 
)C 
8 0 0  
0.. 6 0 0  ...... 
e 
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Fisure 5 .  Hydrogenation ot nitrobenzene at 40-43°: 
( 1 )  Raney nickel, k • 198 x lo-4; ( 2 )  the rheniua­
nickel alloy prepared at 350-400•, k = 6.43 x lo-4; 
( 3 ) the carbon monoxide treated 350-400• rhenium­
nickel alloy, k = 107 x 1o-4. 
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TABLK X 
HYDROGENATION Ol NITROBENZENE USING THE CARBON MONOXIDE 
TREATED J.50•SOO• BBDIU»-HICDL ALLOY 
Oatal7at Weilbt4 • 0.221 I• k a 120 X 10• 
ConYereioA • 30 per cent 
Tepuatu.r e eo 
Time , 
Minute a 
37 0 
)9 o . s 
40 1 . 0  
J.O 5.0 
J.O 10.0 
40 20.0 
J.O 30 .0 
40 40 .0 
40 so.o 
40 60 .0 
I
I!•Ht.r-Rif·i· v.p tiso u e Loc P,/P 
800 814 -·� 
193 807 0.00)7 
792 806 0.0043 
788 802 0.0064 
778 792 0 . 0119 
756 770 o.o2u 
736 750 0.035 5 
722 736 0.0437 
722 736 0.0437 
722 736 0 . 04.37 
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Fi�ure 6. Hydrogenation or nit�obenzene at 40-4)0: 
( 1 )  Raney nickel , k = 198 x lo-4; ( 2 )  carbon monoxido 
treated 450-5000 rhenium-nickel alloy, k = 120 x lo-4. 
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TABLI XI 
HYDROGENATION OP NI'l'ROBENZENE OVER RHENIUM-NIODL ALLOYS 
Rhea1u-H1o.lte1 Ve1oo1tJ Coaatant Per Ceat 'tille la 
All OJ k X 10 ConYers ion 111autea8 
15o-aoo-' 12 . 8  75 4504 
2so-3oo•' 14 . )  19 120 
)50·�' 6.4) 9 90 
4so-sooeb --- --- ---
150-2oo•• ? .15 )4 ,704 
250•)008 0 1) .9 14 so 
35o-4oo•• 107 )8 45 
lt.50..S00°0 120 )0 40 
•aep:reaenta time elapeed betore polaoniA& occurred . 
bJrepafed b7 h74zocea :reduction ot aiokel pe:rrheaa'• 
•' the teape:ratuze 1D41oate4. 
0'the o:r1clna1 a11o7a , prepared at the temperature 
1D41oate4 , atter treatmeat with carbon monoxide . 
t.rke llfclrepnatioa :rua stopped before peiaoalq 
Nour:red. 
)8 
Yarioua alloye , reaoh a peak tor the catalrst prepared at 
l 
2SG-)OO•. The taot that the alloJ pxteparecl at 1so-2oo• sa•• 
a lower Talue tor the YelooitJ oonataat aay be due ,. ia• 
oaaplete reduction at tlla t .. peratur e . 
'lable II alao aives the oo.mpar iaon ot e11111lar 4au 
obtained tor the oarbon mono%14e treated alloJ•• Anal7•·•• 
ot theee ahowed that the method ot removtag niokel tram the 
alloya was ver1 1aett1c1ent ( See AppendiX III ) , bat attez 
treatment with oarboa monoxide ,  ia an attempt to rema.e the 
aiokel , the Yeloclty ooAStant 1noreaaed rap141J aa the 
re4uotion � .. perat�e ueed ia the preparation ot the 
er1a1aal alloye 1noreaaed . The tlae elapsing betore poiaoa• 
inc ooouzred decreased her e ,  as it 414 1a the prevlooa aet 
ot alloys . the per cent conversion seemed to take no 
4etln1te tread , but waa lowest tor the alloy prepared at 
250·)00•. 
Hone ot the allora prepared were better cata111t1 tor 
the hf4rogenation ot nitr obenzene than Baney nickel , although . 
rheaiua prepat ed by hJdrogen reduot1oA ot potaaa1wa per­
rhenate an4 the alloJ prepared at lS0-200° t�oa nickel 
perrheaate gave hlgber per oent oonYer aloaa over a lons 
per iod ot tilne . 
CRAPl'ER IV 
A ae�iea ot rhenium-nickel alloys was prepared bJ 
874rosen zed�ction ot nickel perrhenate at 15o-2oo•, 
250-)00•, 350•400•, and 450.500•. These allora were used 
as catalyeta 1a the h74rosenation ot nitrobenzene at 
40.4)• and approxlaatelJ 800 p. s . l .  pressure ot hydrogen. 
A second aeries ot alloys was prepared by treat1ns each 
ot the oris1Dal alloye with carbon monoxide to etteot a 
partial removal ot the nickel . Ia addition to the alloys , 
eaaples ot aetallio rhenium, prepared by electrol1a1a ot a 
potaaa1ua perrhenate solution and by hydrogen reductioa et 
the aolld salt , were used . Raney nickel was taken as a 
standard tor this work. 
The Yelocity constant tor the hydrogenation tak1AS 
place 1D tbe presence ot each catalyst , calculated trom a 
plot ot ttme versus los Pof.P, and the per cent conversion 
etteoted b7 each ot these catalysts were calculated . The 
results are summar i zed in �able XII. 
The rheniua•Alokel alloys , pr ior to treatment with 
carbon monoxide , were no more etteotive as catalyete thaa 
pure rhen1ua and were not nearly so etteotive as Raney 
nickel ua4er the same oon41t1oaa . OYer e lons period ot 
time , the alloJ prepared at lS0-200° and rhenium tram the 
TABLI XII 
DATA FOR RHENIOl4 .AND RHKNIUM-liiCKEL ALLOYS AS CATALYSTS 
FOR THE HYDROGENATION OJ NITROBENZENE 
VelooitJ 
Method ot ConetaAt Per Cent Tiae 1A 
Catal7at Pl'eparatioa k X 104 Convers ion 111autee• 
B&Jle)' niotel Stu.dardb 198 61 so 
Rhenium hom h:Vdrogen 
reduced x:reo4 at 500° 16.7 66 420 
Bheniua B1ectrol)'t1o 10 . 8  '0 2SO• 
N1•2Re 150.200•0 12.8 7S 450e 
H1•2Re 2 50·)00°0 14.3 19 120 
. .  
lli•2Be lS0-4.00°0 6 .4) 9 90 
Ri·2Be 4,o-,oo .. --- - - - ---
lfi-Be 1so-aoo•1 1 . 15 34 5708 
Bi•Be 2so-3oo•4 1).9 14 so 
lf1•Rt 350•400°
4 107 )8 45 
lU-Re 450•S00°4 120 )0 40 
•Rep�eaent• time elapaed betore po1aoa1Dc oeo-.r•4· 
b0ren1o Szathf!!!• ilt 15 t 1941. 
'Prepared b7 hydrogen red�ot1on ot aickel perrheaate 
at the temperature indicated . 
do.r1g1Dal a11o7 treated with carbon monoxide at so• 
tor tortJ•t1•• hour s .  
eatdrogeaatloa run stopped betore poiaoninl ooourre4 .  
u 
bJdrogen �eduot1oa of potaaalwa perraeaate , gaYe h18h•r per 
oent oonvere1ona than the other alloya or a�eotrolJtlo 
rbea1ua. After treatmeot with carbon monoxide , howeYer , 
the allOJI prepared at 350.5000 showed more promiae tor use 
aa hydrogenation oatalJBtl than the other alloye or the 
· pure rhenium metal . None ot the ca\alJats prepared were 
touad to be as etteotiYe as Raoe7 a1okel 1n the hJ4ro­
cenat1ea ot nitrobenzene . 
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APPDDIX I 
ADDITIONAL DATA 
Atteapta were made to hydrogenate ni tr obenzene at 
low p!'eaauea and temperatures . In thil oonnection,  po1't1ona 
ot the l'henium-ai ckel alloy prepal'ed at 250•)000 and )So­
,.oo• were uaed tor la14ropnation at rooa teaperatue and 
appr oximately 60 p . a . 1 .  pressure . No measul'able hr4ro­
genatioa was obtained under these oonditions . 
Same hy4rogeaatiOGa were tr ied at room temperature 
and 1000 p . a . i .  pressure uaing the allo1 prepared at 450• 
500°, this same alloy after tl'eatmeut with carbon monoxide , 
and rheniua •etal as catalysts .  Ve:r little h14rosenat1oa 
was obtained using the alloJ• • The veloolty constant tor 
the hydroseaatioa uaing metallic rhenium under these con­
ditions was 6 . 8  x lo•4 with a 31 per cent oonver slon over 
a por io4 ot three hour s .  BJ4rogenation was still ta1dna 
plaoe aa oa.n be seen tr om the �raph in :Figure 7 plotted troa 
the data ln Table XII .  
�he hydrogeaat1oa ot other oompounds , in add ition to 
aitrobenzeae , was att.apted . Redi stilled OJolObexene and 
Jaatmaa wbite label styrene , atabllized with tert1arr butyl 
catechol , wer e tried uaiag rhenium, prepared by hydrosea 
reduction ot potaaeiua perrheaate , a s  the catalyst. Velooity 
oonatants and data calculated tor the two campouada gave 
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TABLE nii 
B!DROGENATION OF NITROBENZENE AT 280 USDiG RHENIUM METAL 
PROM HYDROGEN RED11CTION OF POTASSI'Oll PERRHENATE 
CatalJat Wel&h'4 • 0 . 5
35 g. 
k a 6.8 X 10-
Con•erslon • )1 per oent 
'l'lme . Miutea 
0 
0. 5 1.0 
5. 0  
15.0 
45 . 0  
75 .0 
105 .0 
1)5 ,0 
165 .0 
180.0 
Pressure1 ftl•t• Giuce ao ute 
968 982 
950 964. 
948 962 
945 959 
939 95) 
928 942 
917 9)1 
908 922 
899 91) 
888 902 
88) 897 
Log P.fP 
---
o . ooao 
0.0089 
0 . 0103 
0 . 0130 
0 . 0180 
0 .02)2 
0.0274 
0 . 0)16 
0 . 0)69 
0 . 0)9) 
� 0 
0.. 
..... 
4 00 
3 00 
D9z o o  
(!) 
0 
-' 
0 80 1 20 1 6 0  
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Figure 7. Hydrogenation ot nitrobenzene at 28° using 
rhenium trom the hydrogen reduction ot potassium 
perrhenate , k • 6 . 8  x lo-4. 
2 00 
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9 . 56 x lo•4 and 21 per cent conYersion ia tea minutes tor 
OJolohexene and 16 . 5  x lo•4 with )5 per oent ooaveraloa ia 
thi�t7 .tnutes tor at�ene . The data in Table XIV tor 
OJOl�exene and Table XV tor atyreae are plotted in ligure s. 
A tew rana at )6•)8• and approximatelJ 800 p . a . i .  
p�eesure were aade with nitrobenzene using rhenium prepared 
b7 l7drocen reduction ot potassiua perrhenate . The ••looitJ 
oonataot waa 46 .4 x lo-4 and a 69 per oent convers ion was 
obta1ned 1A two hour s .  The data for this reaction are given 
in Table XVI and plotted 1A Figure 9 .  Two samples ot tae 
250•300• alloJ were alao tried under these conditione . The 
tlrat sample was used imaediatel� atter reduction and a 
TelooitJ ooastant ot 8 .4 x lo-4 was obtained . When the 
�eaot1oA stopped at the end ot two hours , 10 per oent ot 
tae nitrobenzene had been hJdrogeaate d . A aeco�d sample 
was placed 1n a dee1ooator tor twD months and then reduced 
a aeoond time and placed under methanol for use . The 
velooltJ constant obta1Ded using this allo1 was 7 . 55 x lo-� 
with a 23 per cent conversion in two and three-quazter hours . 
Data ter these runs are shown in Tables XVII and XVIII and 
are plotted in ligure 10 . In th1a case a second redgction 
showed a lowering ot the YelocitJ constant , but an increase 
1a per oent conversion and length ot time elapeing betore 
the catalJat was poisoned . 
A aimila� trend was noted in anotaer aet ot allore 
treated ia the same manner , but prepared at 350-400• . 
TABLE XIV 
HYDROGENATION OF CYCLOBEXENE AT 280 USING 
lUIBNIUJl FROM RYDROGEN REDUCTION O'H POTASSIUM 
PRRRBBNA'l'X 
Catal7at Weisht 4a O . Sll 8• 
t : 9 . 5 6 x 1o· 
ConYera1en a 21 per oent 
time , 
Minute a 
0 
o . s 
1 . 0  
s .o 
10 .0 
)0 .0 
ane•!ur•. �t• ·t· 
age ao ute 
880 894 
865 879 
86S 879 
86) 877 
861 87.5 
861 87.5 
Los Pe/P 
..... 
0 . 007) 
0 . 0073 
0 . 008) 
0 . 0093 
0.009) 
so 
TABLI XV 
HlDBOGENATIOH OJ' STYRENE A'r 28• USING iDNIUM 
FROM HYDROGEN REDUCTION 0"1 POTASSIUJl PEBRHENA'l'E 
CatalJai Wei&Qt 4• o . sos 8• 
t • 16. 5  x 1o· 
Conversion : 3S per oent 
TiJDe , 
Miautee 
0 
o. s 
1.0 
s .o 10.0 
30. 0  
60. 0  
90.0 
fl!!SUfta ��·t'• C&use A:so ute 
900 914. 
880 894. 
880 894. 
877 891 
873 887 
872 886 
872 886 
872 886 
Log P,/P 
---
0 . 0096 
0 .0096 
0 . 0110 
0 . 0130 
O.Ol3S 
O.Ol)S 
o .o135 
Sl 
. · :•r  ..... ... .,._ ... 
0 0 
• 
7 5  
T I M E , M I N U T E S 
�igure 8.  Hydr ogenation o t  styrene and cyolohexene at 
280 using rhenium trom hydr ogen reduction ot potassium 
perrhenate : ( 1) styrene , k • 16.5 x lo-4; ( 2 )  oyo1o­
hexene , k = 9 . 56 x 1o-4. 
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TABLK XVI 
li'YDROGINATIOH OJ' NITROBENZENE usmG BRINIUII 
lROM HYDROGEN REDUCTION 07 POTASSIUM PKRBHINATE 
Ca\alJBt Weight 4• 0 . 616 8• t • 46.4 x 1o• 
OonYereion • 69 per cent 
!•perature 00 
'l'iae , 
JO.Autea 
)2 0 
)5 o . s 
)7 1 . 0  
l7 s .o 
37 10 .0 
)7 15 . 0  
37 20. 0  
)6 25 .0  
)6 )0. 0  
)6 ) 5 .0 
)6 40 . 0  
)6 45 .0 
)6' 60. 0  
)6 90 .0 
)6' 120 . 0  
)6 150 .0 
§!1!8YI!�Bs!•t' 
tage ao u e . WI P,/-, 
799 81) -·-
790 804 0 . 004.8 
790 804 0 . 0048 
780 794 0 . 010) 
769 78) 0 . 016) 
758 772 0 . 0225 
746 76o 0 . 0293 
7)5 749 0.0)56 
725 739 0 .0415 
715 729 0 .0474 
705 719 0.05)4 
696 710 ' 0 . 0598 
672 686 0 . 07)8 
626 640 0 . 10)9 615 629 0 . 1114 
61S 629 0 . 1114 
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Figure 9. Hydrogenation of nitrobenzene at 36° using 
rhenium froa hydrogen reduction or potassium perrhenate, 
k • 46 .4 x 1o-z.. . · 
TABLE XVII 
HYDROGDA'l'ION OP RITROBENZENR USING mmNIUJ!-NICXEL 
ALLOY PREPARED BY BYDROGEN .. RilJJOTION Ol BIOKBL 
PERRBBN.A!R AT 250•)00011 
Cata1Jat We1gbt
4 
• 0 . )47 «• 
t • s .4 x 1o· 
Con•eraloa • 9 . 6  per oent 
Tempezatue •c 
Time, �I!!UZ8t;2•!•t• 
Loa Pe/P lllnutea up ao u e 
)2 0 758 772 '  --· 
lS 0 . 5 752 766' 0 . 0034 
3S ' 1 . 0  752 766 0 .00)4 
)6' s .o ?56' 770 0. 0011 )6 10 .0 756' 770 0 . 0011 )6 20 .0 7S6 770 0.0011 )6 )0 . 0  754 768 0 . 0022 
)6 45 .0 754 768 0 .0022 )6 60 . 0  752 766 0 . 00)4 
)6 75 . 0  749 76) 0.0051 )6 90 . 0  74S 759 0 .007,. )6 105 . 0  7� 756 0 . 0091 
)6 120 . 0  7,.0 754 0 . 0102 
)6 1)5 . 0  74.0 75,. 0 . 0102 
)6 150 . 0 740 ?Sit 0 .0102 
)6 180. 0  74.0 754 0 .0102 
�. sample was used imae41atel7 after re4Qot1oA. 
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!.AB.LE XVIII 
HYDROGENATION OF NITROBBNZENB USING RHINIUM-NICDL 
ALLOY PBEPARED BY HYDROGEN REDUCTIOB Ol NICOL 
PERBHIHA.'l'E A! 250•300 .. 
Oata1JS\ Wei�t 4a 0.457 I• 
c • 1 . ss x 1o· 
Converaioa : 23 per oeat 
Teaperature eg 
!lme, 
Mlautea 
)2 0 
)4 0 . 5  
35 1 .0 36 s .o 
5:· 
10. 0  
20.0 
)6' 30 .0 )6' 45 .0 
36 . 60 .0 
)6' 75 . 0  )6! 90 . 0  
)61 105 .0 
)6 120.0 
)6 150.0 
)6 165 . 0  
5!!88Ul!t �.,1,1 use tiao ate Loc Pe/P 
74S 759 ---
7)8 752 0.0040 
7)8 752 0. 0040 
7)8 752 0 .0040 735 749 0 . 0057 728 742 0 . 0093 
7191  7)) 0. 0151 
716 7)0' 0. 0169 712 726 0 . 0193 
708 722 0. 0217 
701t 718 0 . 0214 
701 715 0 . 0259 
699 71) 0.0271 
695 109 0 . 0296 
690 704 0.0)26 
&r.bla eaaple was plaoe4 1a 4ea1ooator tor twe 
.. atha &Ad redGOe4 a aeooa4 t�a before uaiac. 
v 0 
0.. ' 
� 
C> 
0 
..J 
40 0 
• 
0 
• 
0 
0 0  
4 0  e o  
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Pi�re 10. Hydrogenation or nitrobenzene at )6° using 
rhenium-nickel alloys prepared by hydrogen reductioA or 
nickel perrhenate at 250-300°: ( l )  Sample feduced a 
second time after atandins, k = 7 . 55 x lo-4 ; ( 2 )  sample 
used immediately after tir at reduction, k • 8 . 4 x lo-4. 
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This set was used tor the hydrocenatien ot nitrobenzene at 
40-45° and 800 p.s.i . pressure . Data tor the tirst re­
duction sample are given in Table VIII, page 31 , and ar e 
plo�ted ia �!gure 5 on page 34. The sample trom the second 
reduction gave a constant ot 4.63 x lo-4 and 20 per cent 
ooDTersion ia tour hour s with hydrogenation still taking 
place. The data round ia Table XIX were plotted in l1gure 
11 tor this reaotion. 
Two samples ot the allo7 prepared at 150-200° were 
used on consecutive days to note any difference which stand­
ing tor a period ot twelve hours might make . The velocity 
censtants were very nearly the same , but the conversion and 
time elapsing before poisoning occurred wer e different . The 
sample used the first day was di scussed oa page 21 , and the 
data tor the reaction in Table IV, page 24, were plotted in 
�igare 3 ,  page 27. The sample used the second day gave a 
velocity constant ot 12 .9 x lo-4 and a 67 per cent conversiea 
in tive and one-halt hours . The data tor this aaaple in 
Table XX are plotted in Figure 12. 
TABLE XIX 
HYDROGENATION OF NITROBENZENE USmG .A . llHINIUJrl• 
NICKEL ALLOY PREPARED AT 350-400o& 
Catalyst Weight • 0. 537 g. 
t • 4.63 x lo-4 
Conversion : 20 per cent 
Tempera tlll'e 0c 
Time, 
IU.nutes 
34 0 
35 o . ;  
36 1 .0  
40 1; .o 
40 30 .0 
40 45 .0 
40 60.0 
40 75 .0 
40 90 . 0  
40 105 .0  
40 120.0 
40 1;o .o 
40 16; .o 
40 180.0  
40 195 .0 
40 210 .0 
40 225 . 0  
40 240 .0  
. 
�essure1 J:!.s.i. 
uge Absolute Log P.fP 
830 844 -
-
-
825 839 0.0025 
825 839 0.0025 
830 844 o.oooo 
825 839 0 .0025 
822 836 0 .0041 
820 834 o.oo;1 
819 833 0 .0057 
813 827 0 .0088 
809 824 0 .0104 
805 819 0.0130 
800 814 0 .0157 
798 812 0.0167 
794 808 0.0189 
790 804 0 .0210 
789 80) 0 .0216 
788 802 0.0221 
785 799 0 .0238 
8This sample was placed in desiccator tor two 
months and reduced a second time betore using. 
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Figure 11. Hydrogenation ot nitrobenzene at 40-43° using 
a rhenium-nickel alloy prepared by hydrogen reduction ot 
nickel perrhenate at 350-4000, k • 4.63 x 10-�. 
TABLE XX: 
HYDROGENATION OF NITROBENZENE USING A BBENIUK· 
HICD:L ALLOY PREPARED AT 150•200e& 
Catalyst Weight • 0 . 532 g. 
t = 12 .9  x 1o·4 
OonTers1on • 67 per oent 
'l'eapera tUl'e 00 
Time, Pressure1 �.s . 11 
Minutes Gauge Absolute Log Po/P 
38 0 830 844 ---
42 1.0 828 842 0.0010 
42 5 .0 825 839 0 .0025 
42 10 .0 820 834 0 .0031 
42 20.0 809 823 0 .0109 
42 30.0  800 814 0 .0157 
42 40.0  795 809 0 .0184 
42 50 .0  790 804 0 .0210 
42 60 .0 785 799 0 .0238 
42 75 .0  778 792 0 . •  0276 
4.2 90 . 0  768 782 0 .0331 
42 105 .0  760 774 0 .0376 
42 120.0 752 766 0 .0421 
42 150.0  738 752 0 .0501 
42 180.0  725 739 0 .0577 
42 210 .0 710 724 0. 0666 
42 240 .0  694 708 0 .0763 
42 270 .0  679 693 0 .0856 
42 300.0  665 679 0 .0944 
42 330 .0 650 664 0 .1041 
42 360 . 0  650 664 0.1041 
42 420.0  650 664 0. 1041 
&This sample was allowed to stand twel Te hours 
under methanol before using. 
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Figure 12 . Hydrogenation ot nitrobenzene at 40-4)0 using 
a rhenium-nickel alloy prepared by hydrogen r�duotion ot 
nickel perrhenate at 150-200•, k • 12. 9  x 10-�. 
APPENDIX II 
CALCULATION OF PER CENT CONVERSION 
The per cent conYersion for the hydrogenation ot 
nitrobenzene to aniline was obtained by diTiding the 
measured drop by the theoretical pressure drop tor th� 
complete conYeraion and multiplying by one hundred. 
The actual or measured drop in pressure was obtained 
by subtracting the tinal pressure reading trom the initial 
�eading which had been correoted for the initial Ti and 
tinal Tt temperature difference by the tellowing relation­
ship: 
( Initial sauge pressure ) Tt Initi 1 t T -----�...-------- :  a gauge pressure a t Ti 
All pressures were measured in pounds per square inch. A 
tactor ot 14 p . s . i . , representing the average existing baro­
metric pressure at the time the hydrogenation runs were 
made , was added to the initial gauge pressure at Tt to 
obtain the absolute initial pressure,  Pi , at the final 
tempe�ature .  It Pt represents the absolute final pressure, 
then 
Pi - Pt : Pat (measured absolute pressure drop ) 
To tind the theoretical drop in pressure tor the 
reaction,  it was necessary to calculate the Yolume VB 
�cupied by one mole of hydrogen under the conditions ot 
the reaction . 
VB : ( 82 .05 ) ( 14. 7 )  (Tt) 
Pt 
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The total capac 1tJ ot the bomb used was 50 Jill . Heg­
lect1ac the volume occupied bJ the catalyst, and subtracting 
11 ml. tor the volume occupied bJ the methanol and nitro­
benzene tram this value gave )9 ml .  ot tree apace tor the 
l:lJ4rosen gaa . 
-
);Bal •• �(The original number ot moles ot � in the bomb ) 
The denaitJ ot the nitr obenzene uaed in the hJdr e­
genatiODB was 1 .20 g./ml. One milliliter ot nitrobenzene 
would be equivalent to 0 .0098 aolee and hence would require 
0 . 0294 moles ot hJdrogen accordins to the reactioa 
i'he nuber ot moles ot hydrogeA 1fr ruaini.ns in the boab atter 
the theoretical hydrogenation had taken place would be equal 
t• 
Kt - 0 . 0294 aoles a Mr 
(� ) (��) : Pt( theoretioal final pressure ) 
lit 
P1 • Pt • Pt4( theoretioal pressure drop ) 
Pad x 100 : Per Cent Converaion 
Pw 
APPENDIX III 
NICKEL ANALYSES. 
The rhenium-Dickel alloys betore and atter treat-
ment with carbon monoxide and the anhJdrous nickel perrheaate 
were analyzed tor nickel using the diaethylglyoxime method 
1 outlined in Xolthott and Sandell . The results ot these 
analyses are given in Table lll . 
These analrsea showed that the removal of nickel as 
the carboAJl was very inefficient . A more ett1o1ent method 
tor partial or total removal of the nickel might result in 
more effective rhenium catalysts tor the hydrogenation of 
nitrobenzene . 
( 1 )  Kolthott , I .  M. , aad Sandell , E .  B . , "Textbook 
of Quantitative Inorganic AnalJais , "  Revised Edition, 
Maemillan Company, New York, N. Y. , 1945 . 
TABLE XXI 
ANALYSES 01!' NICKEL IN RHENIU14�RICDL ALLOYS AND 
ANHYDROUS NICKEL PEBRHENATE 
Per Cent Weight of Di-
Nickel methyl-glyoxime 
Suple ( TheGretioal ) nickel s alt , g. a 
N1 (Reo4.>2 I 10 . 5  0 . 1186 II 0 . 1185 
N1-2Re ( 1S0-200° ) 1) .6b ------
Ni-2Re ( 2S0-)000 ) I 1).6b 0. 114.0 
II 0.106) 
Ri·2Re ( )5G-400e ) I l) .6b 0 .124.7 
II -- --- -
Ni-2Re ( 450-S00° ) I 1) .6b 0 . 1)6) 
II 0 .1994. 
Ni-Re( l50-200e ) c I ---- 0 .0719 
II 0 . 0565 
Ni-Re( 250•)00° ) c I ---- 0 . 064.9' 
II 0.0726 
N1-Re( )50•4.00° ) c I �--- 0. 1100 
II 0 . 0713 
Ni-Be( 4.5G-500e )
c I -- -- 0 . 0645 
II 0 . 062) 
66 
Per Cent 
Nickel 
l'ound 
9 . 82 
9 . 94. 
-----
12 .6 
11 . 8  
12 . 5  
-----
13 . 5  
12 .7 
12 .2 
11 .9 
12. )  
12.2 
12 . )  
12 . 1  
1) . 1  
12 . 8  
8Malt1plJ b7 a fac tor of 0 . 2031 t o  obtain weight of 
nickel in sample . 
'calculated on basis of a 1 : 2  nickel to rhenium ratio . 
°Carboa monoxide treated. 
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